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Finite difference methods for a class of two-point boundary 
value problems with mixed boundary conditions 
M. M. Chawla and C. P. Katti  (*) 
ABSTRACT 
We discuss the construction of three-point finite difference approximations for the class of two- 
point boundary value problems : 
[p(x)y ' ] '= f(x,y), a0y(a ) -a ly ' (a  )=A, /30y(b )+ 31Y'(b)=B. 
We first establish an identity from which general three-point finite difference approximations o f
various orders can be obtained. We then consider in detail obtaining fourth-order methods based 
on three evaluations of f. We obtain a family of fourth-order discretizations for the differential 
equation; appropriate discretizations for the boundary conditions are also obtained for use with 
fourth-order methods. We select he free parameters available in these discretizations which lead 
to a "simplest" fourth-order method. This method is described and its convergence is established; 
numerical examples are given to illustrate this new fourth-order method. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the class of two-point boundary value prob- 
lems : 
[p(x) y ' ] '= f(x, y), (la) 
subject o the mixed boundary conditions : 
a0Y(a ) -a ly ' (a)  = A, 30Y(b ) + 31Y'(b)= B. (lb) 
Here, _oo < a • x • b < 0% A, B are finite constants, 
anda 0,a 1,130, /31;, 0, a 0+a 1>0,  30+31>0,  
a 0 + 30 > 0. We assume that, for x ~ [a, b] and 
_oo  < y< oo ,  
(i) f(x, y) is continuous, 
af  exists and is continuous, 
af  > W o. 
We also assume that, for x ~ [a, b], 
(iv) p (x) is continuous, 
(v) p'(x) exists and is continuous, and 
(~i) pCx)> 0. 
These conditions assure us the existence of a unique 
solution of the boundary value problem (1). 
A second-order three-point finite difference approxima- 
tion for the boundary value problem (1) is weU-known; 
see, for example, Keller [1]. Marchuk [2] (or [3], p. 36) 
has given a certain identity from which three-point 
f'mite difference approximations for the differential 
equation (lb) can be obtained; employing Certain 
cubature formulas, Babus"ka, et. al. [4] has given a 
fourth-order method for linear differential equations 
subject o natural boundary conditions. 
In the present paper we discuss the construction of 
three-point finite difference approximations for the 
boundary value problem (1). We first establish acertain 
identity from which general three-point finite differ- 
ence approximations of various orders can be obtained. 
(While our identity is equivalent to that given by 
Marchuk [2], it consists of only two terms). We then 
consider in detail obtaining methods of order four. We 
obtain a family of fourth-order discretizations for the 
differential equation (la); appropriate discretizations 
for the boundary conditions (lb) are also obtained 
for use with a fourth order method. We select he free 
parameters available in these discretizations which 
lead to a "simplest" set of discretizations for the dif- 
ferential equation and the boundary conditions. The 
resulting fourth-order method is described and its con- 
vergence is established; numerical examples are given 
to illustrate this new fourth-order method. It may be 
noted here that, for p (x) = 1, while the three-point 
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discretization for the differential equation reduces to 
the well-known Noumerov's method, the discretiza- 
tions for the boundary conditions reduce to those 
given by Chawla [5]. 
2. THE FINITE DIFFERENCE METHODS 
We Fxrst establish certain identities from which general 
three-point finite difference methods of various orders 
can be obtained for the two-point boundary value 
problem (1). 
Let N be a positive integer, N ;* 2, h = (b-a)/N and 
x k = a + kh, k = 0(1)N. We set Yk = Y(Xk), 
Pk = P(Xk)' Yl~ = Y'(Xk) and fk = f(xk' Yk)" 
In the following we also set z(x) = p(x)y' and 
Zk = PkYk" Integrating (1) from x k to x, we obtain 
X 
z (x) = z k + f" f(t) dt, (2) 
-X  k 
where we have set f(t) = fit, y(t)]. Dividing (2) by 
p(x), integrating from x k to x k + 1' we obtain 
Yk + 1 - Yk -- h Jk(h)[zk + hlk(h)], (3) 
where we have set P(x) = 1/p(x), 
Jk (h) = fOP  (xk + hu) du, (4) 
and 
_ 1 1 
Ik(h) Jk(h) f0 f (xk+ hu)tv=u / P(xk+hv)dvldu. 
(5) 
In an analogous manner, we obtain 
Yk - Yk- 1 = hJk (- h) [z k - hIk(- h)]. (6) 
From (3) and (6) we obtain the identity :
Yk+l -Yk  Yk-1 -Yk _ h2[ik(h) + ik(_h)]. (7 7 
jk(h ) + jk(_h) 
Appropriate discretizations for the differential equa- 
tion (la), for k = 1(1)N-1, can now be obtained from 
the identity (7). We note that while our identity (7) 
can be shown to be equivalent to that given by Marchuk 
[2], the present identity is simpler than Marchuk's 
identity inasmuch as it consists of only two double 
integrals Ik(+-h ) on the right hand side. 
Next, we note the following two identities : 
Yl = Y0 + hP0Y()J0 (h) + h210 (h) (8a) 
and 
YN-1 = YN - hPNYlqJN (-h) + h2I~ (-h), (8b) 
where 
I~(h) = ~l f (xk + hU)[vflu P(Xk+ hv)dv]du, k = 0,N. 
Appropriate discretizations for the boundary condi- 
tions at x 0 and x N can be obtained from the identities 
(8a) and (8b). 
Discretizations for the differential equation and the 
boundary conditions for a second-order method are 
easily obtained with the help of the identities (7) and 
(8). In the following, we consider in detail obtaining 
general discretizations for the differential equation 
and the boundary conditions which lead to fourth- 
order methods. 
2.1. Fourth-order methods 
We first consider obtaining discretizations for the dif- 
ferential equation (la). In the following, we shall set 
~k(U)_ 1 fulp(xk + hv)dv. 
Jk(h) 
We note that, for the right-hand side in (7), it is enough 
to obtain 0(h3)-approximations for Ik(+h ). For the 
purpose, assume that 
Ik(h) = Ark + Bfk+l+ h2Cf~" + t~l)(h). (9) 
By Taylor expansion we find that, if 
1 1 
A+ B= f0~Pk(u)du, B= f0uck(u)du, 
B + 2C= ~(u)du ,  ( lo)  
then, 
t(kl)(h) = 1 h3f " X(1) + l_.h4fk(iv)x!l)" + 0(h5), 
K k, 3 24 K,~ 
where (11) 
1 
X(kl,{ = f ;  ui~0k(u)du-B, i= 3,4. 
Now, in order to evaluate the integrals in (10), we note 
that it is enough to obtain an 0(h3)-approximation 
for A + B, an 0(h2)-approximation for B and an 0(h)- 
approximation for B + 2C. For the purpose, assume 
that 
1 
b1¢  1) + c1¢i(0) A+ B =  (u)du = al (0) + 
+ d1~(1  ) + t~2)(h), (12) 
1 
B = f ;  mPk(U )du = a2~ok(0 ) + b2Ck(1 )+ c2~oi~(0 ) 
+ d2~(1  ) + t~3)(h), (13) 
1 
B + 2C = f£ uZ~ok(U) du = a3g~k(0 ) + b3~¢(1 ) + c3~(0) 
+ d3~0~(1 ) + t~4)(h). (14) 
• _ -Pk 
Note that Ok(0)=1, ¢k(1)= 0, ~k(0) - j~ ,  
-Pk +1 
~(1)  = Jk (h) 
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In order that t(k2)(h) = 0(h3), t(k3)(h ) = 0 (h2), and 
t(k4)(h) = O(h), we f'md 
1 1 1 1 ) 
(a l 'b l 'C l 'd l )=(2  ' 2 ' 12 ' 12 
1 1 1 (a 2, b 2, c 2) = (-~- + 2d 2, -~-- 2d 2, d 2 + -i~) 
(a3' b3) = (~2 + c3 + d3' 1 c3 T - - d3) 
where d2, c3, d 3 are free parameters. Further, replac- 
ing the Jk(h) appearing in (12) and (13) by 
h2 h3 P~" + 0(h4), (15a) Jk(h) = Pk + 1/2 + -~- Pk + -~ 
and also replacing the Jk(h) appearing in (14) by 
h Vl~ + -~h62PI~ + 0 (h 3) (15b) Jk (h) = Pk + "~- 
we obtain 
A+B-  1 1 
2 12Pk + 1/2 
1 2d2) B=(T+ 
Pk + 1/2 
+ t(k3)(h), 
d 3 Pk 
B + 2C = (1-~- + d3) 
+ 1 
where 
t(k2)(h) = ),(k2,)3 h3+ ),(k2,)4 h4+ O(h5), 
t(k3)(h) = ~(3) k2 "k ,  2" -r ),(k3,)h3 +0(h4), 
(Pk-Pk+l) + t(k 2)(h), (16) 
1 [(d2 + 1.~.)pk +d2Pk + 1 ] 
(17) 
+ t(k4)(h) (18) 
Pk 
(19) 
(20) 
t(k4)(h) 
and 
),(2) _ 
k,3 
),(2) _ 
k ,4 -  
= X (4) h 0(h3),  k, 1 + X(k4)2h2 + (21) 
1 (2P~'Pk+ 5P~ P~), 
1440P~ 
1 [10(p~)2 p~ _ 2p~V) p~_ 5(p~)2Pk 
2880P~ 
-3P~'P~Pk], 
X(3) _ 1 (360 d 2 + 17)PI~' 
k, 2 - 1440Pk 
),(3) _ 1 [(15 + 360 d2) Pl~" Pk 
k ,3  2880P~ 
- (360 d 2 + 22) PI~ Pie ]' 
X(4) _ 1 (40 d 3 + 1) Pl~' 
k, 1 - 40Pk 
X(k4')2- 7~OP~ [(10+ 360d3) P ~ Pk-9(Pk )2]" 
Solving (16), (17) and (18) for A, B, C, with the help 
of (9), we obtain 
Pk 
Ik(h) + Ik(-h)= [ (4  + 2d 2)-(d 2 + ~2) 
Pk 1/2 
Pk 
] fk-1 + [ (1  _4d2 ) + d2Pk(. 1 
- d2 Pk - 1/2 Pk + 1/2 
1 1 ,  Pk + 1 Pk-1 
- -  ) + (d 2 + ~- )  x (~_~g~--- + ~ ) ] f k  
+ Pk - 1/2 ~ k  + 1/2 Pk - 1/2 
Pk _d 2 Pk+l ]fk+l 
+ [ (+ + 2d2)-(d2+ 1~)Pk+l /2  Pk+l/2 
1 1 d3 
+ [ -~( -~-  + 2d3-4d 2) - 2--~k (Pk+l+ Pk_l) 
+ (d 2 + __1_) P___k.k ( 1 + 1 ) 
12 2 Pk + 1/2 Pk-1/2 
d2 (Pk+l  + Pk-1 )] h2fl~ +t(5)(h) , 
+ -2- Pk + 1/2 Pk- 1/2 (22) 
where 
t(k5)(h) = X (5) h 4 + 0 (h 6) (23) k,4 
and 
)` (k5,)4 =2)`(k~)4 fk + 2X(k3,)3 fk + X(k4,)2 fk + x~1')412 f(~v). 
Now, in (22) we replace h2fl~ by 
- h4 fk (iv) + 0 (h6). (24) h2fi= fk +1- 2fk + fk-1 
Also, for approximation OfJk(+h ) in (7), we have 
h 4 p(~V) +0(h 5) 
Jk(h) = 6 (Pk + 4Pk + 1/2 + Pk + 1) - 2880 
h 4 p(~V) + 0(h5). (25) 
= Jk(h) 2880 
Substituting from (22), together with (24) and (25) 
in the identity (7) we f'maUy obtain :
Yk+l-Yk +Yk- l -Yk =h 2{[(1~_+d3) 
Jk(h) Jk(-h) 
d3 d2 (Pk-1 Pk+l ) 
2p k (Pk + 1 + Pk-1) - T Pk- 1/2 Pk + 1/2 
_(d2+l_i~)Pk ( 1 1 )]fk-1 
2 "Pk-1/2 Pk+l/2 
+ [(65--- 2d3)+ p~ (Pk+ 1 + Pk-1) 
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+ 1 (Pk+l.--Pk + Pk-l-Pk)]fk 
12 Pk + 1/2 Pk-1/2 
+ [ (~2 d3 + d3)-2-P~-k (Pk+l + Pk-1) 
d2 tPk-1 Pk+l  1 Pk( 1 +--~--- - - )  + (d2 +-~-) _-- 
k-1/2 Pk+l/2 -12-2  Pk-1/2 
1 ) ] fk+l  + Tk(h)} = 0, 
Pk+l/2 
where 
Tk(h) = Xk, 6 h6 + 0 (h8), 
and 
= x!57 + 1 fk(iv) __  __  
Xk,6 k,4 
(267 
(27) 
1 p 4) 
2880 p~ (2PkYk - PkYl~7" 
We next consider obtaining discretizations for the 
boundary conditions (lb). We consider discretization 
of the boundary condition at x0; then, the discretiza- 
don for the boundary condition at x N can be obtained 
from the discretization atx 0 written "backwards" at 
x N • 
Now, for discretization of the boundary condition at 
x 0, we start with (8a). In the following we set 
~kk(U)= f l  P(xk+hv)dv' k=0,  N. 
VmU 
We need an 0(h3)-approximation for I~(h7; for the 
purpose, assume that 
I~(h) = A0f 0 + B0fl/2 + C0f 1 + t(1)(h). (28) 
By Taylor expansion we fred that, ff 
A0+ B0+C 0 = f~ ~0(u) du' 
B 0 1 
2 + c0 = f0 u ~0(u)du, 
B 0 1 u2 
+ CO= 4 fo ~o("Tdu' 
then 
t(01)(h) = I h3f~;, #(01,)3 + 0(h4), 
(29) 
61(1 ) _ 1 B 0 
0, 3 - f0 u3 ~0(u)du - -8- - CO. (30) 
Next, in order to evaluate the integrals in (29), it is 
sufficient o obtain an 0(h3)-approximation for
A 0 + B 0 + CO, an 0(h 2)-apProximation for 
B 0 B 0 - -  + C o and an 0(hT-approximation for - -  + C 0. 
2 4 
For the purpose, assume that 
' 1  
A 0+ B 0+ C 0= f :~0 (u)du 
= al~o(O )+ 31~k0(1) +-/I~(0) + 61~6(1) + t(o2)(h ),
(31) 
B 0 1 
2--+ C0 = f0 u~0(u)du 
= a2~b0(0 ) + 32~0(.I ) + 3¢2~(~ 0) + 6 2@(~(1 ) + t(03)(h), 
(32) 
B 0 1 
--4 + CO = f0 u2~00(u)du 
= a3#0(0 ) + 33~0(1) + -/3#6 (0) + 63#(') (1) + t(04)(h). 
(33) 
Note that ~0(0)= J0(h), ~0(1)= 0, ~(0)= -P0' 
~(1)  = -PI" In order that t~2)(h) is 0(h3), t(03)(h) is 
0(h 2) and t(04)(h ) is 0(h), we fred 
(al, 31, -/1, 61) = ( 1 1 1 1 ), 
2 ' 2 ' 12' 12 
1 1 _2~2 ' 62+1 (a2' 32' "/2) -- (~- + 26 2' "~- i2- )' 
1 1 
(a3' 33) = ( -~ + -/3 + 63' ~- -  -/3 -637' 
where 6 2' -/3' 6 3' are free parameters. Further, replac- 
ing the J0(h) appearing in (31) by J0(h) as given in 
(25), and replacing J0(h) appearing in (32) by 
h2 P~ + 0(h3), (34) J0 (h)= P1/2 + 24 
and replacing J0(h) appearing in (33) by 
h P0 + 0(h2)' (35) J0 (h) = P0 + ~-  
we obtain 
1 1 p 1 p t(02)(h), A0+B0+C0=~- J0  (h ) - -~-  0 +-~-  1 + 
(36) 
B0 1 (6 2 + 1 t(03)(h) ' - -+Co= + -62P1+ 2 (-4 2~ 2)P1/2- -i'2 -)P0 
(37) 
B o 1 
+ CO= + + 4 (-1-2 63)P0-53P1 t~4)(h)' (38) 
where 
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t(02) (h) =/~(02,)3 h + 0(h4 ), 
t(03)(h) =/~g3,)h2 + 0 (h3), 
t(04)(h ) =/x (4) h + O(h2), 0,1 
and 
, (3) 3 82 
/./(4) _ 1 
0,1-  ( '~  + 83)P(~) "
Solving (36), (37) and (38) for A0, B 0 and C o and 
substituting in (28) we obtain 
1 _ 283 I~(h) = [1Jo(h)  + (3  + 382 + 283)P0 +(-~- 
+ 362)P1_(3 + 6•2)Pl/2] f0 + [(1 + 882)P1/2 
2 
- (--~ + 482+ 483)P 0 + 4(83 - 82)P1]f1/2 
+ [(1+t52+ 283)P 0 - (283-82)P 1
1 t(05)(h ), (39) - ( -~ + 282)P1/2]f I + 
where 
t(0S)(h ) _-/~(5)0,4 h3 + 0 (h4)' 
and 
~(5) =/.t(2) , (3) 1 , (4) f(~. 
0,4 0,3 f0 + "0,2 f0 + -2-'0, 1 
The approximation (39) for I~(h) involves Yl/2; in 
order to obtain an appropriate approximation for Yl/2' 
we note the following identity : 
.1/2p x +hu du+h 2 tl/2f 
Yl/2 = YO +hpOyO JO ( 0 ) JO (xo+hu) 
[ fl/2 P (x0+ hv)dv]du 
v = u (40) 
Now, to obtain 0(h3)-approximation f r Yl/2' we re- 
place the single integral in the second term of (40) by 
the mid-point rule and the double integral in the third 
term by an 0(h) -approximation provided by 
_1 f0 P0' and obtain 
8 
h , h2 f0P0 (41) Yl/2 = Y0 + "~- P0Y0Plf4 + -~- + tl/2(h), 
where 
P1/4 = P (x0 + h) ,  and tl/2(h) =/~1/2 h3' 
81/2 = (4f6Po + 8f@6 + vi/poy6)/192. 
We may write (41) as 
Yl/2 = Y--1/2 + tl/2(h), (42) 
where the meaning of ~1/2 foUows from (41) and we 
have set fl/2 = f(xl/2, Y-1/2)" Replacing fl/2 by f-l/2 
in (39), and then substituting in (8a); also replacing 
J0(h) occuring in (8a) by J0(h) as given by (25), we 
obtain 
YX = Y0 + hJ0(h) P0Y0 +h2 f [1 j0  (h) 
1 1 -283+ 38 + (-~+ 382+ 283)P0 + (-~- 2)P1 
3 
- (-~- + 682)P1/2]f 0 + [(1 + 882)P1/2 
- (++ 482+ 483)P 0 + 4 (83- 82)P1] f-l/2 
+ [ (1  + 82 + 283)P0 _ (283_82)p 1 
1 -(-~- + 282)P1/2]f I } + T0(h), (43) 
where 
P0 8f I T0(h)= h 5 [k/(5,)4_ 1 p(~V)P0Y0+-~-//I/2 
2880 ~y x= Xl /2  ]" 
(44) 
As pointed out earlier, discretization of the boundary 
condition at x N can be obtained from (43) by writing 
it "backwards" atx N : 
YN-1 = YN -h JN(-h) PNYlq +h2 f[ 1 JN (-h) 
1 _ 283 + (1+ 382+ 283)PN + (_~ + 382)PN_1 
_ (3  + 682)P1/2] f N + [(1 + 882)P N_ 1/2 
2 +482+483)p N +4(83_82)PN_1]~--N_1/2 -(T 
+ [ (1+ 82 + 283)PN _ (283_82)PN_ 1
1 } + (45) - (X  ÷ 282)PN-1/2]fN-1 TN(h)' 
where f-N-l/2 = f(xN-1/2' Yn-1/2) and Y-N-l/2 can 
be obtained from Yl/2 in an obvious way; similarly, 
TN(h ) can be obtained from T0(h ). 
Thus, for k = 1(1)N-1, the discretizations for the dif- 
ferential equation (la) are given by (26); the discretiza- 
tions for the boundary conditions at x 0 and x N are 
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given, respectively, by (43) and (45). In (43) y~ is tobe 
replaced by its value given by the boundary condition 
a0Y 0 - CtlY ~ = A, and y~q in (45) is to be replaced by 
its value given by the boundary condition 
fl0YN + 31Ylq = B. Note that the discretization (26) 
for the differential equation contains three arbitrary 
parameters d 2, c3, d 3, and the boundary discretiza- 
tions (43) and (45) each contain two arbitrary par- 
ameters 6 2 and 53" A variety of methods can now be 
obtained corresponding tovarious elections of these 
parameters. 
In the following we select hese parameters to obtain 
a "simplest" set of discretizations for the differential 
equation and the boundary conditions. This new 
fourth-order method is described in the following, its 
convergence is established and the method is illustrated 
by numerical examples. 
3. A "SIMPLEST" FOURTH-ORDER METHOD 
In order to obtain a "simplest" discretization for (la), 
in (26) we select d 2 = c 3 = d 3 = 0. Again, in (43) and 
(45) we select 82 and 83 so that the coefficients of 
fl and fN- 1 are zero; this leads to the choice 
1 63=_ 1 . With these values of the 
62 = - -g '  16 
parameters, the discretizations for the differentia[ 
equation and the boundary conditions implify to the 
following. 
For k = 1 (1)N-1, for the differential equation (la) 
we have the discretization : 
Yk+l -Yk  + Yk- l -Yk _h 2 { [5+ 12Pkl (Pk+l 
Jk(h) Jk(-h) +1/2 
1 Pk(  1_  
_pk) + 1 (Pk-l-Pk)]fk+ [~-  + 24- Pk-1/2 12Pk_1/2 
1 )] fk+l + 1 Pk 1 
Pk+ 1/2 ['i'2- + ~ ( Pk+I/2 
1 )l fk-t } + Tk(h)" 
Pk-1/2 
(46) 
For the boundary condition at x 0, a 0 Y0 - alY0 = A, 
we have the discretization 
h 2 
Yl = Y0 + h J0(h)P0Y0 + i2" {[4P1/2 -(P0+ Pl)]f0 
I -- (47) + [ -~  (P0 + 3P1) fl/2] } + T0(h)' 
and, for the boundary conditions at XN, 
30YN + fllYlq = B, we have the discretization 
h 2 
YN-1 = YN -h JN(-h) PNY~q +~'- {[4PN_1/2 
I (PN+ f-N-l/2} - (PN + PN-II2)] fN "~ ~ 3PN-1) 
+ TN (h). (48) 
We next describe the method based on discretizations 
(46), (47) and (48). In the following we shall assume 
that a 1, 3 i > 0; appropriate changes in the discussion 
can be made if either ct I = 0 or 31 = 0. 
N Let D = (dij)i,j = 0 denote the tridiagonal matrix with 
% 
d0,0 =1+81 hP0J0(h), d0,1 =-1, 
1 + 1 k=l (1 )  N-1, 
dk,k - Jk(h) J k ( -h ) '  
dk, k+l_  i , k= 1(1) N- l ,  
Jk (-+h) 
dN, N = 1+~10 hPN JN(-h)' 
Let 
dN, N -1 = - 1. 
gO(YO, Yl) = h2 {[1  Jo(h ) _6 (Po+P1) ] fo  
+ 1__ (p0+ 3P1)~-1/2 } _ hP0AJ0(h)/al '12 
(49a) 
gk(Yk-l' Yk'Yk+l) =h2 {[6 5-4 - -  1 (Pk+l_Pk) 
12Pk+1/2 
+____k__l I +%(  1 
12Pk_1/2 (Pk-1 -Pk)]fk + [~ ' -  24 Pk-1/2 
1 
Pk + 1/2 
1 )1 fk_l} , 
Pk -1/2 
l+Pk(  1 
) ] fk+l+[ -~ 24 Pk+l/2 
(49b) 
= h 2 { [1 jN(_h)  1 gN(YN_I,YN ) - T (PN + PN-1)] fN 
1 - B 
+ -i2"- (PN + 3PN-I) fN-1/2 } -h JN(-h)PN ~ " 
(49c) 
T 
Let T(h) = [T0(h )..... TN(h)] and G (V) = (go ..... gN )T' 
where Y = (Y0 ..... yN )T. Then, the discretizations 
described by (46), (47) and (48) can be expressed in
matrix form as : 
DY + G(Y) + T(h) = O. (50) 
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Our method now consists of fmding an approxima- 
tion ~ for Y by solving the system 
DY + G(Y) =0. (51) 
In case f(x,y) is linear, (51) leads to a tridiagonal 
linear system; in the nonlinear case the system (51) 
can be solved by Newton-Raphson method and an 
adaptation of Gauss elimination for tridiagonal linear 
systems. 
3.1. Convergence of the method 
We next show that the method described by (51) is 
0 (h4)-convergent. 
Let E = (e 0 ..... eN )T = Y - Y. We may write 
f(xk' Yk) -f(xk'Yk) = ekUk' k= 0 (1)N, (52a) 
and 
f(xk + 1/2' )-'k + 1/2) - f (Xk+ 1/2, Yk+ 112) 
= Uk + 1/2(~k + 1/2 - Yk+ 1/2)' (52b) 
for suitable U k, Uk+ 1/2; note that U k, U k + 1/2 > 0, 
k = 0, N-1.  With the help of (52), from (50) and (51) 
we obtain the error equation : 
(D + M) E = T (h), (53) 
N is the tridiagonal matrix with where M = (mij)i,j = 0 
h 2 {[1 j~_ l  m0,0 = ~'(P0 + Vl)] UO 
i h ao h2UoPo 
+ ~(V0 + 3P1)U1/2 (1 + 2- P0 -~i Pl/4 +~)} '  
m0, 1 -- 0, 
h 2 {[12 jN(_h)_ i (pN+ mN, N = 6 PN-1)]UN 
+ ~ (PN + 3PN-1) UN-1 /2  
h2UNPN )}, 
8 
3o I .  
• (I + 2p N -~-1 PN_ I /4  + 
mN, N-1 = 0, 
mk, k= h2Uk {[5 + I (Pk+l_Pk)  
12Pk+1/2 
+ 1 (Vk-1 - Vk)l}, k = I(1)N-1, 
12Pk_1/2 
1 +_Pk 1 1 
mk, k+l  = h2Uk+l[ 12 (P - 
- 24 k -1 /2  Pk+l/2 
- - ) ] ,  
k = I(1)N- 1. 
It is easy to see that, for sufficiently small h, (D + M) 
is irreducible. Now, let 
N 
Sk - j :  0 -  (D + M)k j , k = 0 (1) N. (54) 
Then, for sufficiently small h, we obtain 
S 0 > hP0a J0(h) • har, (55a) 
h2U. 
S k • -7 ,  k= 1(1)N-1, (55b) 
S N > hPN3 JN(-h) • h3r, (55c) 
a 0 30 P. where we have seta= al  , 3 =~,  r -  , , 
P 
p., p = rain, max [p(x)] and U. = min ~f - -y ; note 
that U. > 0. In the following we assume that a0, 
30 > 0; as in [5], appropriate changes in the discus- 
sion can be made if either a 0 = 0 or 30 = 0. It now 
follows from (55) that, for sufficiently small h, (D + M) 
is also monotone. Hence (D -F M) -1 exists and 
(D + M) -1 • 0. 
Since 
j =~0 (D + M)kj-1 Sj = 1, k = 0(1)N, (56) 
with the help of (55) we obtain 
(D + M);1. 1 1 J ~0  < -~ar ' j = 0(1)N, (57a) 
N-1 -1 1 ~ 2 , j = 0(1)N, 
k : l  (D+ M)k j ~ min S k h2U. 
1 ~ k*g N-1 (57b) 
-1 1 < 1 
(D+M)N,j *g S N h - '~ '  j=0(1)N. (57c) 
Since T0(h ) = TN(-h ) = 0(h 5) and Tk(h ) = 0(h6), 
k = 1(1)N -1, with the help of (57), from (53) we 
obtain, for sufficiently small h, 
IIEII = max [e i [= 0(h4). (58) 
O ,g igN 
3.2. Numerical i lustrations 
To illustrat~ our fourth-order method described in sec- 
tion 3, we consider the following two boundary value 
problems. First consider the boundary value problem :
(1--~x y" )" = 2e3y' 0 ~ x ~ 1, (59) 
3 , 3 1 1 y(1) + ~y (1) =-~,  1 y(0) - 3y" (0) - 2 
In2 ' In3 
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with the exact solution y(x) = ln[1/(1 + x)]. We solved 
the boundary value problem (59) by our fourth-order 
method described by (51) for N = 2 k, k = 3(1)7; the 
corresponding error-norms obtained are shown in 
table 1. A number listed a.b(c) means a.b x 10 c. The 
numerical results verify the 0(h4)-convergence of  our 
method. 
Next, we illustrate our method for solving a Sturm- 
LiouviUe eigenvalue problem by considering the fol- 
lowing boundary value problem :
[(1+ x)y ' ]"  + 1 Xy=0,  (60) 
tin 2)2(1 + x) 
y(0) = 0, y(1)-- 0, 
with eigenvalues given by )~n = n2rt2 and the cor- 
responding eigenfunctions given by 
yn(X) = sin [nlr ( In (1 + x))], n = 1, 2, 3 .... We 
In2  
employed our method described by (51) to compute 
approximations A 1 for ~1 = 7r2 and the corresponding 
approximations Y1 = [Yl(Xl ) ..... ~l(XN_l)] T for 
yl=[Yl(Xl ) ..... Yl(XN _1 )T, normalized so that 
max I Yl(Xk) [ = 1. In table 2 we show 
lgkg  N-1 
[A1-X I [  and [ [~r l -Y l [ l= max [Yl(Xk)-Yl(Xk)] 
1,:  k,~ N-1 
computed for N = 8,16, 32. The numerical results 
verify that our method provides 0(h4)-approximations 
for the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenfunc- 
tions. 
Table 1 
N lIE1 
8 2.3(-6) 
16 1.6(-7) 
32 1.0(-8) 
64 6.6(-10) 
128 4.1(-11) 
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